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O.J.HER SCE N·E:S 

WIN POSTCARD BOUGHT (I franc) IN PARIS FLEAMARKET, SUMMER 1966 
T . 

PARIS is no longer Paris, it's under
ground as well as its official scene is 
undergoing painful and profound changes.• 
Since the fifties, everything and everybody 
has either· exploded or just died. There 
was no movement, group or party which 
was able to survive Stalinism, nationalism 
or over-all senility 1 -- only a handful 
from the pre-war generation proved to 
be immune to Death by Sorbonne, Death 
by Kitsch or Death by Success. For 
instance, today, Dada was given a pathetic 
funeral at the Paris Museum of Modern 
Art. The great Andre Breton faded out 
(after Arp, Tzar a, Brauner, Giaccometti) 
leaving his universal dream of surreality 
to college hacks and to whores like Dali. 
Sartre and his followers are stuck in 
a maze of political abstractions, totally 
unaware of the problems and breakthroughs 
of the young psychedelic generation. Most 
other "heroes" and ex-outlaws have been 
totally · dige~ted by the cultural industry. 

From that angle, Paris looks hopelessly 
, grim. The octopus University has been 
steadily manufacturing obedient robots 
who in turn write theses on Artaud, on 
Picabria and other wild holy men ••• but 
only to castrate their vision and force them 
into the cemetery of official apceptation. 

CUSTOM-MADE LlTERATURE 

middle of the rat-race just in time. to see 
last week's golden bullshit turn into mud. 

Like the N ouveile Vague, the art gallery 
and museum scene strangled itself to 
death with auto-censorship and hysterical 
comme~cialism. The "Market" is at its 
lowest, but the racketeers still abide 
by its rules in order to sell what they 
can: a painting, a movie, a book, a play -
in a hopelessly mechanical way. Only 
a. handful of outsi<;lers, despised by the 
power elite, have not let themselves be 
silenced nor digested. 

All along, since the beginning of the 
Indochinese and Algerian :wars, the repres
,:;ive apparatus of the Police .State has 
strengthened itself: social control over 
the individual or group is now scientifically 
efficient. Worst of all, a kind of anti-youth 
racism (like the old anti-Algerian one) 
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has developed. It results from the Victorian 
morals and the up.::.to-date. thought control 
techniques of DeGaulle's "liberal" fascism 
which, like Mussolini's, aims at a "healthy" 
middle class society. Anti-beatnik police 
squads roam the streets around St. Michel, 
long-haired youths get beaten up, thepress 
accuses L.S.D. of everything, and screams 
with delight. All the lively and free 
yollth scenes (dance halls, parties, outdoor 
gatherings) get busted almost immediately. _ 
The legendary Algerian cafes where one 
could. quietly eat cous-cous and turn · on . 
while listening to derboukas have been 
shut down since a fairly large segment 
of the younger Parisian population got 
hip to them. 

· -Nevertheless, in provincial towns like 
Bordeaux or Strasbourg, it is surprising 
to see• how- many students (and even 
teachers) are already turned on to pot 
or L.S.D. or will be in the near future -
yet, if you walk the streets of Bordeaux 
after 11 p.m. it is likely that the police 
stop you for identification. Needless to 
say· that, the cowardice of the leftist 

_press, in all matters of in:dividual freedom, 
is remarkable. Specially during election 
time its "moral values" are identical 
to those of the State. In France the Old 
Left is as dead as it ever will be, its 
almost complete lack of stamina has 
led to its present political and cultural. 
dead end. The situation is much that 

Underground Press Syn di ca te (UPS) 

if one happens to work without scenarios 
1 and the usual industrial hang-ups, one 

just does~'t exist. In such suffocating 
circumstances, angry desperate under
ground movements were bound t? be for~ed 
into existence, and signs of their growmg 
strength are already obvious. 1:1, g~oup 
of brilliant anarchists called the S1tuatlon
ists were · elected to· the board of the 
Strasbourg students' union, they proceeded 
to destroy the organization and its bureau
cratic policy and called for a general 
uprisal against University and ~tate. 

Signs of total want are slowly coming 
to the surf ace. Films are being made 
almost illegally although the possibilities 
of their ever being shown through normal 
commercial channels are nil: Diurka, a 

. sculptor, has just finished a superb 30 min. 
movie on the (real) story of the Cure' 
d'Uruffe with Bernadette Lafout (known 
for her previous roles· in Chabrol films); 
Noel Burch has ·completedNoviciat awierd 
sexual fantasy in the vein _of Genet's 
masterpiece, ·Un Chant d' Amour; Etienne . 
0' Leary is working on a feature length 
L.S.D. epic; the· poet Henri Chopin and 
Serge Beguier got the Artaud ·prize . f ~r 
the,ir movie last year; Taylor Mead 1s 
in town shooting his ass off; the ghastly 
and marvelous movies of the Austrian 
Otto Muhl· are also very important. The · 
Paris branch of Fluxus has been doing 
regular street happenings; in Cassis, last 
summer, one happening in the harbour 
involved 6,000 mad participants and a 300 
foot long snake (to the extent that phony 
playwrights and commercial film-makers 
try to cash in on the scandal created 
by these happenings . as they do by trying 
to imitate the· Living Theatre). There is 
evidence, though, that things are changing: 
this year again a Festival will gather 
most of the energies and vibrations from 
the Paris underground; poets, movie
makers, musicians, dancers, happeners 
will partake in the collective celebration. 
Later on in Summer Picasso's hallucin
atory "play" -- Desire Caught by ~he 
Tail -- will "take place" on the Riviera 
under a circus tent, outside of any classical 
cultural context (there is also IJ.ope for a 
movie to be make of the Desire). 

THE MANDALA 

The most exciting appearance this year 
will probably be Mandala, a magazine 
published by Le Soleil Noir (7 rue Notre 
Dame de Lorrette, Paris 9e) which a 
bunch of young poets put together from 
all psycho-social liberation fronts. The 
first issue of Mandala is devoted to 
psychovitamins and its summary includes 
scientific essays by French and American 
writers as well as statements by poets 
and all kinds of information withheld or 
distorted by the mass-media. If Mandala 
is not allowed to be distributed on the 
ordinary bookshop circuit, we'll have to 
invent· another way of getting things across. 
What Paris really needs is a Center of 
Visions, a place where one could find 
all the necessary international publica
tions, a place for spontaneous happenings 
and reunions on the new wave length. 
There has been talk for several years 
about such a center being created, until 
then we will have to bear the old pissoirs 
and elegant funeral parlours of the official 
culture. For how long? 

As for the Nouveau Roman writers, 
they were academic ,from the start 
(specially when compared to Joyce, 
Roussel, Bataille, Michaux, Lewis and the 
surrealists) but some young writers 
(LeClezio, Sollers, Faye) have managed 
to stay clear of custom-made literature. 
Rarer still are poets such as Rene deSolier 
and Charles Duits, who have concentrated 
on psychedelic experiences, but a new 
generation of heads is in the making. 
Remember the Nouvelle Vague? .Except 
for Godard, not one of those cinema 
radicals has escaped the lethal t_rap of 
industrial film-making. And the painters 
of the celebrated Paris School have ass
licked their way -into big time only to 
find that, if they wanted to keep selling, 
they had to produce the very same soft
core pop art or soft-core neo-dada which 
they were busy denouncing. This past 
decade has had the bad slapstick· quality 
of a T~ree Stooges movie: art critics, 
art lovers. switched mounts right in '.~he ' 

if one wants to, make a movie in France, 
one must first submit the. sq~:Qario tqr . . , ... . 
ap'prova.I'-'to the ·censorship. Board.-:-: .and .... ·.-.... ·. 

Jean-Jacques Lebel 
on board the Louis Lumiere 

mid-at.la.ntic 
March.'67 .. , . 
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AMSTERDAM WORLDPREMIERE OF 
CONRAD ROOKS' CHAPPAQUA 

WE all carry our films around in our 
li'l heads (don't we, heads?) . and some 
of us direct, edit and show them to 
others - for information· and action. 

When I heard-· some time ago, that an 
American film-producer, famous for his 
cigarette-commercials, had his first t:r;ip, 
and then immediately undertook another 
trip -- by -sport-car to Paris -- to secure 
the film-:r-ights of 'Phe Dawn of Magic 
I was frankly verily astonished. This 
great book had reached but a limited 
audience in its mutilated Dutch version, 
and all the reviews after its appearance 
had been written by those uncomprehensive 
rationalists, some of whom proudlybelong 
to· the so-called New (Low) Left -- and 
this poet-verbalizer had never cherished 
the idea that the book might make _a 
film, for someone thinking in films. How 
could such a chaotic, confused, but great 
alchemic 'nd initiating book ever be put 
onto- a sci een? I saw the producer, a few 
days later, at his house (built as a 'pad' 
and sometimes let to Hollywoo_d filmers 
for that same purpose). Yes, he smiled 
up from his whiskey, he'd seen the old 
Alchemist Jacques Bergier (who dabbled 
in nuclear physics before the war), and 
he'd talked t6 Pauwels as well, and of 
course, they'd given him the option -- and 
Ko, come over here a minute, you know 
my director? -

I haven't heard of the film yet, it's 
a long.:;.~ange project; we are all working 
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towards this· Dawn: it's one of these 
cooperative phenomena we can study from 
withi:µ, there never having been any historic 
precedent for our. present awareness and 
presence on Earth: Seeing Conrad Rooks' 
Chappaqua, I was -- once again -- aston
'ished at the amount of living spiritual 
information that can be communicated 
to the spectator: the Sun-pyramid in 
Mexico, the Cheyenne-Indians in Montana, 
the California redwoods, ancient Stone
henge, a Yogic gathering in Allahabad 
(India)~ the Ceylonese Holy Mountain; all 
kinds of sacrifices, ,ceremonies (peyote), 
Ravi Shankar in an Indian rose garden, 
shots in 42nd Street . . • But my shattering 
conclusion: this new film, daring in its 
esthetic cut-up context, around which cen
tered some of the greatest artists and 
technicians of these hip days, is a very. 
old-fashioned objet d'art. 

TENDER MATERIAL 
, , 

This very personal semi-detached auto
biographic account, this very private story, 
is a beautiful one: it couldn't be 'dif~erent, 
with all the tender. material available, 
the pink hues of a thousand sunsets, 
the eternal blue of Himanalayan earth-and
sky-scapes -- but Conrad's road to sal
vation js clearly marked 'private' and 

' he is very exclusive about it. How much 
I would have loved to not only hear and see 
the groping tenderness of The Fugs, but 
more of these tentative gatherings, be-ins, 
head-on starts for tomorrow! N9ne of 
the impact of our changing days, none 
of .th~ _youthf).~l, e~beranye ~pHling, over 
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the full bucket of the -wor Id~ there· is 
too niuch past in this film, and none 
of the present (maybe apart from the 
open endings) leads- to the future. As 
if there were none ••• 

1 Rooks, interviewed for an English 
monthly stated: "I 'became aware that 
everything is based· on sacrifice. That 
everything one enjoys is being paid for 
by someone else,. In my case- it was 
my father's· death •. So I decided to make 
this film. I suppose it's about a struggle 
between the real mystical experience and 
the self-induced. I play the character 
who finds the real experience witliout 
drug~. I used myself in an alchemical 
sense. I was going to be forced to :r:elive 
my experiences." 

Though Conrad has been able to include 
such great contemporaries as Allen 
Ginsberg - (mantra-chanting), William 
Burroughs (in the ancient role of Opium 
Jones), Swami Satchidananda (a real dancer 
in Stonehenge), Ravi· Shankar (himself) 
and Ornette 'Coleman -- whose musical 

_film-score was put out as a record --who 
greatly benefited the film, it is clear 
from the above statement that Rooks' ,
film is first and all a persona:! agony 
and sacrifice, and the question is how 
far the onlooker is willing to live through 
someone else's mihd;_barriers. Conrad, 
sitting in on two panels · discussing the 
film and drugs, in Utrecht and Amsterdam, 
disclaimed · · the . autobiographic element, 
but the story· of someone ~eeking solace 
for the d.t.'s and a habit, fleeing to Paris, 
liberated by a Water Woman (the beautiful 
Paula Pritchett) holding Peyote, is similar 
to Conrad's own karma. ·Born 1n Kansas 
City, Rooks grew up in New York, where 
his father ended a:s president of Avon 
Cosmetics. 

_ .Following hospitalizations and oper
ations at the age of· 9, Rooks "early 
developed a taste for anything that could 
give him a 'high'", as the New York 
Times has it. At the age of 14 he was 
an alcoholic, at 19 (thrown out of 4 prep 
schools, with a medical discharge from 
the, Marines, after ten months service) 
he was nowhere, and at 21 -- he got 
busted on a marihuana charge~- Splashed 
all over the papers, his life became 

· a descent into hell -- with a shock of re-
appraisal at 27, when his· father died, 
and Conrad undertook recoveries in 
Switzerland and Greece: sleep cures and 
cold turkey. 

Then the film, improvised from first 
till last stage, started becoming. In '63 he 
still used 16mm film, tricked through· 
all of the States, threw away his footage, 
and started again on 35mm, with the 
assistance of Eugene Shuftan (who intro
duced him to Jean-Louis Barrault, who 
undertook the role of fathering doctor: 
'The description of your vision 'is for 
me very exciting, but my grandfather 
was Descartes, and I am built withlogic'), 
and the great camera-man Robert Franks 
who made several trips around the world 
for and with Rooks -- who by the way spent 
more than half a million dollars on the
project. 

GOLDEN SOCIETY 

The ·film is a contemporary exorcism
session, with none of the innocent youthful 
candor which so appropriately character
izes the growing Golden Society. More 
bleeding and convalescence, than happiness 
and joy. A sacrific_e indeed, every com
municative attempt through abortion: a 
fight, not ecstasy -- which could have 
been expressed as well with the same 
gurus. That the film is an absolute MUST, 
remains self-explanatory. Amsterdam got 
the honors of a world-premiere, after
wards the only copy of the film available 
will tour through the Netherlands: The 
Hague, Rotterdam, Utrecht, Groningen --

. a total of 10 cities with afew heads in most 
' .. of. them •. At.· last y.e-ar's .· Venice ,film 
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MOMENTOUS. ~MONUMENTS 
SOM~ PROGRAM NOTES ABOUT 'MONU-

. MENTS, MAINLY 

The. Th81ries Ball: 

The Thames Ball is a giant copper ball 
based on the .form of a toilet float which 
is connected by a long rod to the center 
of one of the bridges in the Thames. The 
ball rises and falls with the going out 
and coming iJ! of the tide (approximately 
sixteen feet). It may be that the ball 
will not . sink down enough at low tide 
to make the movement significant in which 
case a deflatable bottom could be con
structed -- or the~ ball could look like a 
ball but have a flat bottom. 

. The Fag Ends Monuments: 

Giant Fag Ends to be scattered , like 
columns of ancient temples in a park 
in Lqhdon, either Hyde Park. or a more 
hilly park like Hampstead Heath. 

The Knees Monument: 

The Knees Monument is a set of knees 
to be erected on the Victoria embankment. 
Of course one is very much aware of 
the naked knee in summer in London. 
As I was flying into London I saw some 
kind of kiln -- they raise up from the 
ground in a column that broadens at the 
bottom. I saw two of . them together. 
Th_ey are a transition between the Swedish 
Light Switches and the Knees of London. 
The Knees Monument stands . on the edge 
of the river;· it would be very high, 
higher than Saint ,Paul's, and it would 
be interesting to see the effect of the 
sun on it -- the different colors. One 
could tell time by the knees. The up and 
down movement impressed me so much 
in London -- the rising and falling of 
the Thames. There really is no sun -
the river takes the place of the sun going 
up and down. The Lipstick Monument 
for Picadilly Circus, in place of the statue 
of Eros, moves up and down also with 
the rising and falling of the tide. 

The Fallen Hat Monument: 

Another mini-monument. It would be a· 
small obstacle on the street. The ·first 
thought was a shoe, the second was a 
pigeon which - would add an element 01 
surprise -- you would app:r;:oach the pigeon 
and expect it to fly away, and of course 
it wouldn't and you would fall on your' 
face. This led into the modest monument 
for 'Stevenson who fell near Grosvenor 
Square. The London streets have 24 inch 
rectangle stones. The fallen hat is set 
into such a rectangle. fr could be a modest 
monument for anyone who died on the 
strt)B_t. I was thinking of a very good 

friend, . an older man, who died earlier 
in 1966. · He went out for a walk as he 

J 
always did in the evening and he had a heart 
attack and died on the street. 

~Park Avenue Balls: 

Park Avenue has always seemed to me 
an especially violent street, partly because 
of the obstacles placed in .the ·middle of 
the street, sometimes flowers fn armored 
urns (south of 34th Street). Accidents 
occur b·ecause of the vi~w · beiJ;1g blocked 
by these flowers. Looking· doWtl Park 
A venue from 96th Street, I realized was 
a gentle slope all the way down_ to the 

CHAPPAQU-A (cont'd) 
festival, the film got a second p,rize, the 
Silver Lion; French critics were critical/. 
at Rooks' unashamed American self-pro
motion; he bought advertising space for 
eight color-pages in the C ahiers du Cinema 
which had never happened qefore -- .and 
that's contrary to the French ·sense of 
logic ••• 

Rooks, a pleasant, apple-juice drinker, 
with a shadow named Michael Goldstein, 
plans to start the New York run of his 
film April 15, next, in the Carnegie 
Theater, with own m~ans, the same way 
he exploits and fulfills all his dreams, 
n1ghtmares, visions, super-impositions, 
tics and ideosyncrasies. 

Remains that only a poet of the greatness, 
who is Henri Michaux, was able to create 
a psycheqelic masterpiece, including the 
poet's personality OUT. Images d'un Monde 
Visionnaire, from a chapter of Miserable 
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Grand Central Building.· Looking from 
Grand Central up, I saw the stop-lights in 
a row: red, green and yellow. That 
translated itself into the idea of balls 
rolling down the center of Park Avenue. 
They would roll down into a large portal 
arch in the Grand Central Building (cer
tainly that grouping of buildings is one 
of the most violent .and frightening in 
the world), then would be carried back 
under.ground via the railroad -- an enlarge
ment of the tunnels -- to 96th Street 

/ ' 
again -- the peak of the slope, and from' 
there started down again -- aconstantflow 
of balls. · They would be very large -- 10, 
12 stories high -- in yellow, red and green 
like the traffic lights. Perhaps they should 

be chrome so that they would reflect 
the city as they rolled. They would not 
stop at intersections -- they would keep 
rolling, and you would have to try to 
make it through the Intersection (with 
them b~aring down on you). This would_ 
intensify the terror of Park Avenue. The 
traffic would continue to flow as things 
do in New. York no matter what happens; 
it·would be just another obstacle in New 
York.· No mercy of course. You'd have 
to calculate the frequency and speed etc., 
and there would be experts on that and 
betting, I suppose. · 

- Claes Oldenburg 

Miracie, · dfrecte.d by Eric Duvivier (1963) 
gives in 20 minutes.a breath-t~ing account 
of a mescaline-search, none of the flesh 
from the outside, but all of the waves, 
colors, light, patterns from within. The 
innocent abroad realizes that the cleaning 
process takes place within, is still taking 
place, forever further. Chappaqua, i.e. 
Rooks, shows the d.t.'s, the head-splitting, 
maddening agonies, the conditioning and 
re-imprinting processes, but of the free
dom conquered never enough is being 
shown as grace, the reward of our struggle: 
'It is terrible to be in the midst of 
superlatives for everything' -- Michaux 
exclaims, it's the grownup's encounter. 
So one day Rooks will show his clean 
slate, gone with original sin, murderers 
and confusion. And in his next film the 
Water Woman will lead the film maker 
past Eve and Ada.m's -- to show us 
Lilith herself. _ 

SIMON VINK~NOOG 
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IT is almost impossible to drive across 
America today without at some point 
having to cope with those latter-day high
waymen, the State traffic cops. And the 
way they operate is an unusually clear 
insight. into the corruption and cynicism 
that exists at every level of this country's 
political structure. 

The justification, of course, is the 
basic law against speeding. At first inspec
tion it seems reasonable to enforce laws 
against speeding. Speed means danger, 
doesn't it? Tangled messes of wrecked 
cars and mangled pedestrians all over 
the place. Except that i) there are no 
pedestrians on· the highways, and ii) the 
speed limits are almost universally 
unrealistic. l.Vlost freeways across the 
U.S. (and most of the basic transcontinental 
route,- U.S. 66) are built•for exceptional 
speeds with absolute safety. Ninety miles 
per hour-, for example, and on occasions 
100 m.p.h. It is pointless to say that 
these SJ?eeds are unsafe because every 
day thousands of people do them without 
mishap. 

And this is where the highwaymen enter 
the picture. Most states maintain speed 
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limits of about 60 (sometimes 70 but almost 
never more) and allocate highway patrql
men to knock off about one car in every 
ten for what can only be described as 
tax purposes. Each local community has 
its kangaroo court which specializes in 
shaking down such out-of-state drivers 
as the highway patrol decides to make 
an example of. It is -an article of faith 
that there is no justice in these courts 
and no argument. Whatever the officer 
says is accepted as gospel and whatever 
fines or penalties that are imposed are 
unarguable. 

The money, of course, is split between 
the state and the local community which 
means ·that the so-called judge, who is 
often nuthing more than the crookedest 
local politician, has a definite vested 
interest in imposing the highest fines 
he can get away with. Indeed, his salary 
often comes directly from such fines. 

It would be ridiculous to equate "law" 
or "justice" with anything that goes on 
in these traffic "courts", which are quite 
often the living rooms of the local justice, 
with, say, an American· flag and a few 

. appurtenances of office to give a semblance 
·of dignity. 

Occasionally some local community 
thinks up a· little gimmick of its own 
to sweeten the take. The Ame·rican Auto
mobile Association has frequently ·drawn 
attention to towns in the Deep South 
which practice eritrapment in various ways. 
In one Georgia community, for .example, 
there is a hand-operated traffic. light 
that tends to turn red just as an out-of
stat~ motori~t crosses it. By no coinci
dence a traffic cop sat nearby, then takes 
the "violator" to court where he is gener
ously allowed to go free on payment of 
a $50 bail bond, in lieu of waiting around 

BATHTUBS from all over North America 
will be competing in the straits off Van
couver Island on July 28 in Canada's 
Centennial Bathtub Race· sponsored. by 
the West Vancouver Yacht Club •.. Mean
while citizens of Bowmans,· Manitoba, 
wiil simultaneously c~lebrate both the 

· Centennial and the introduction of modern 
plumbing to the town by sponsoring a 
mass bonfire to burn all the outdoor 
privies., •. The United Fruit Company pier 
in. downtown Manhattan has had to call 
a halt to free.distributionofbananapublic
ity pieces -- posters, placards, etc. -
after .so many hippies dropped around . 
asking for mellow yellow symbols .•• Cops 
searched bookstores all over NYC for a 
copy of Tuli Kupferberg's "Caught in 
the Act" after complaints from an irate . 
mother in· NJ. Meanwhile, Tuli published 
an even naughtier morality play called 
"Fuck Nam" ·.which features a foulmouthed 
Army officer named Colonel Texaco, whose 
dick is "the smallest in the 10th Brigade" 
••• California's N_ew West magazine (50¢ 
from P.O. Box 2125, Santa Monica 90405) 
says that liberal politicians are totally 
unequipped to bring an · end to the war. 
as their "mµch too sympathetic" criticis_m 
of LBJ sh<;>ws. ."By' urging withdrawal 
from Vietnam the New Left peace activists 
are preparing people to view this eventually . 
as positive and not as a humiliating 
national defeat" ••• Fortune magazine ran 
a 16-page annual report (for Interchemical 
·corp.) inside its April issue and then 
discovered. that post office regulations 
bars ; the circulation of . one publication 
inside another. Theoretically they should 
have had to pay extra post@.ge for the 
450,000 copies but "certaincompromises" 
were made says fyi. Which is one of 
the reasons why the post office loses 
money ..• Ly le Stuart, who publishes Albert 
E!lis books among others, .was turned 
down for a casino (gambling) license by 
Nevada's Gaming Control Board because 
they figured it would spoil the -st~te's -
image. WHAT!!!? ... Just when the ancient 
sport of psychology is being phased out 
(do people still pour out their money 
and troubles to headshrinkers?) enter a 
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for the "trial" the following week. 
Another, even subtler refinement, is 

the one practiced on the highway just 
outside Tucumcari, N .M., by state police 
who· hand out speeding tickets and _pretend 
to be too busy to accompany you into 
town for the court appearance. Under
standably there · are some people who 
decide to keep right on driving (the state 
line is a mere 30 miles east) whereupon 
a police block is set up a few miles 
ahead to drag the recalcitrynts into_ town 

to face additional charges of "evading 
arrest". This rap carries a $100 fine, 
imposed by a fat slob n~ed Ralph Martinez 
who c-alls defendants . "trash" and sup
presses all argument with threats of 
"contempt of court" which,. at least, is 
an accurate description of the way most 
def end ants feel about him and his set-up. 

new glossy magazi_ne called "Psychology 
Today", first issue due in May ••• How 
typical that Sen. Dodq_'s accusers should 
end ·up as the accused. A familiar situation 
in police states. 

CIGARETTE smoking is ·on the decline 
in England (1/2 a millionfewer smokers 
there than· in 1964) while still on the 
increase in the U .s. and maybe the restric
tions on advertising this poison there have · 
something to do with it.;. When a movie 
theatre announces the sneak preview of 
"an important new production" it usually 
means the next movie scheduled for that 
theatre ••. Berkeley's "Hip Ship" . ($150 
each way to Europe and no customs inspec-

, tion while on board) is set for its first 
yoyage soon. Info from Lark Shipping 
Co., 2500 Durant Avenue, Berkeley, Calif. 
••• "Huckleberry Finn has had a hard time 
overcoming the success of the Civil Rights. 
movement but, because of dynamic mer
chandising, this classic is gaining ground 
among students ip the Mississippi Delta" 
(Paul Jennings reexamining old classics 
in Moderator magazine) •.• Promoter San
~ord Collins has had this money-making 
idea for a Worlds Fair for some time 
now. He tried unsuccessfully to get it off · 
the ground in California, has nowreceived · 
a license from Las Vegas of all places 
which allows him to solicit $750,000 "for 
initial financing" while paying himself a 
salary of $112,000 as president and.general 
manager. 

John Wilcock's OTHER SCENES 
appears 20 times each year; usually 
as a newsletter like this, sometimes 
in another manifestation. Subscription 
is $5 per year ($4 for the remainder 
of 1967); no single copies and no back 
issues are sold._ Permanent mailing 
address: Box 8, Village P. o., New 
York · 10014, NY. All foreign sub
scriptions except Canada cost $10 (or 
the equivalent in local currency) and 
run from Sept. 1967 to December 
1968. This issue (#6) written, printed 
and published at NY, NY, May 1967, 
art directo_r _William Beckm;m~ Esq. 
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